The green lines indicate pedestrian routes for staff, students, and visitors.

The red areas will be fenced for construction.
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

- Southwest Gas is on schedule to complete construction on December 11th. Cherry Ave. will remain northbound traffic only until January 4th for the installation of water lines.
- **WE MADE IT!** On December 14th, DPR Construction will mobilize and set up office trailers, staging areas and temporary facilities across the street from the project.
- Check out the forecasted schedule below:

FUN FACTS

There will be over ten miles of piping in the basement level of BSRL. Every linear foot of it is coordinated on the computer in 3D.

---

**Bioscience Research Labs (BSRL) Schedule Overview:**

The BSRL construction project is scheduled for a **24 month** duration. The first phase is mobilization work followed by 3 months of excavation starting in January.
Eight 60 ft. trailers will be delivered to the site office location. These trailers will be hauled in normal traffic and will quickly pull into the site without staging. No impacts are expected.
Meet Ryan Young – BSRL Project Manager, DPR Construction

Ryan is a consummate professional dedicated to building technically challenging projects. “Innovation, Collaboration, and an “Ever forward” approach are what excite me about my job. The Bioscience Research Laboratories building exemplifies each of these for me, and its existence will foster an innovative and collaborative environment that will house the future of Health and Science.”

We are very excited to have Ryan on the project to lead the administrative work for DPR Construction on the BSRL Project. Ryan has just recently completed the SkySong project in Phoenix, AZ. Welcome to UA & Tucson!

- Southwest Gas & Arizona Pipelines are on schedule. Testing of pipe completed this week.